
 
 

CSSG Notes (Friday – all day) 
Location:  NFO 

Time 08:30 – 17:00 
 
Erickson, Kimball, Heinrichs, Hicks, McLaughlin, Wilson, Brady-Raap, Trumble, Hayes, Chambers, 
Westfall, Hopper (on speakerphone) 
 
Tasking 2015-03: 3007 Revision (continued) K. Kimball 

Review of recently provided draft.  Much ‘sausage making’ in discussing several areas of concern 
based on CSSG and DNFSB comments received.  Reviewed all of the ‘shall’ statements for accuracy, 
and made several changes. 
 

Tasking 2016-04: NPH and ANS-8 T. McLaughlin 
Review of recently provided draft.  Concerns voiced, and discussion held, about how information 
would, or should, be presented to ANS.  Also discussed the role DOE should play in the effort. 
 
Discussed if there were any ‘missing’ issues to address – none identified. 
 
Tom will make some adjustments based on the discussion and provide a revised draft in the next 
several weeks. 
 

Tasking 2016-05: Regulatory Roadblocks/Impediments F. Trumble 
Introduced, and presented a list of potential issues as examples, also discussed the scope and 
product.  Based on the discussion (today and yesterday), the following are the major facilities to be 
included: KAMS/KIS (Trumble), UPF (Kimball), PDCF (Raap), NCERC (Hicks) 
 
Discussed if group should track down specific issues of wording, though this has essentially been 
done previously (see other CSSG Taskings), or identify specific examples that have impacted cost and 
schedule.  Appears a combination is appropriate, though due to the aggressive schedule will need to 
be brief in either case. 
 

How to include Emeritus members in CSSG communications/etc.? D. Erickson 
Not addressed 
 

The NEW view from the top A. Chambers 
McKamy guidance to Chambers:  follow mission and vision, trust CSSG.  Need to make sure program 
has budget to function.  We (CSSG) need to help her know of items the program needs.  Angela’s 
immediate focus is on time spent reviewing and authorizing Integral Experiment Requests and 
preparing for the TPR. 



 
KRUSTY is high visibility for NA-50 
 

How can the CSSG help the NCSP/Angela? All 
See notes from Thursday – some high level issues were addressed. 
 

Round Table/ New Topics All 
Not Addressed. 
 


